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IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE.-CHANCERY DIVISION.

Before MR. JUSTICE SWINFEN-EADY.

December 4th, 7th, 8th, and 15th, 1903.

DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE COMPANY, LD., and PNEUMATIC TYRE COMPANY,

5 LD. v. DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, Lo., and INDIA-RUBBER AND TYRE

REPAIRIN(} COMPANY.

SAME v. DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, LD.

(Consolidated Actions).

Pa~ent.-Action for alleged injringement.-Right to manufacture and sell
10 one element (not separately claimed) oj a- comoinations--Alieaed intent by

several persons to sell selJarately the elements for the purpose of infringement.
Action dismissed.

A Company, the oumers of two Patents-(l) (Bartlett), for "Improvements in
" ty res or rims for cycles and other vehicles," and (2) (Welch), lor "Improve-

15 "ments in rubber tyres and metal rims or felloes of wheels for cycles and
" other light vehicles," brought tUJO actions against the Defendants for infringe
ment. The Patents were jor combinations. The Complete Specification of
Bartlett claimed :--:..." (1) The combination of a grooved ri-m or metal tyre, and
"an arched tyre of india-rubber or other flexible material held in the groove by

20 u· the pressure of an inflated tube within the arch, which forces its edges against
" the sides 01 the groove, substant1:ally as described. (2) Tyres oririme for

; "cycles· and other vehicles consisting 01 the parts a, b, c, combined and arranged
"substantially as described and shewn l:n the drawings." The Complete
Specification of.We1chclainled ·by the fourth and ninth claims respectively:-

25 '~(4) A rubber or elastic tyre having the form of a saddle or arch in section
" linedu,ith canvas, i11J combination. with two wires or s'ufficiently inelastic
". cores/or securing the sameto the rims or tyres, substantially as herein
"described. (9} A rubber or elastic lyre having the formof a saddle or arch
"in section, provided with endless wires or cores fitted or vulcanised within

HO " each side for the purpose of securinq the same to the rims in combination cwith
" «ninfiatableinner tyre or tube, substant£ally as described and sheum with
" reference to Figs. 15 and 18 of the drawings." The ClJmpat1y alleged thattl.e
Defendants had infringed by selling tyres or parts thereof, and pleaded at

E
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the Bar and sought to prove that the Defendants had manufactured and sold
the outer tyre or cover (one of the elements of the combinations) with the intent
that it should be used by the purchaser (not being a licensee of the Oompany)
lor the jJurpose of making one or other of the combinations. The Defendants
denied infrinqenient, and claimed that they were lawfully entitled to sell the 5
cover; that they had done 80 bona fide and in the ordinary course of trade, and
they contended that intent was immaterial.

Held, that (the Patents having previously been held to be for combinations)
as the cover was not new and was not separately claimed, the Defendants
/respectively were lawfully entitled to make and sell or sell the cover; that 10
consequently intent was immaterial; and, further, that the Defendants had
not infringed.

These were consolidated actions by the Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Oompany,
Ld., and the Pneumatic Tyre Oompany, Ld., commenced on the 29th of
January, 1903, to restrain the infringement of Letters Patent (No. 16,783 of 15
1890) granted to William Erskine Bartlett, and Letters Patent (No. 14,563 of
1890) granted to Charles Kingston Welch.

The Complete Specification of Bartlett is set out at page 245 of 15 R.P.C., and
that of Welch at page 533 of 16 R.P.C. The claims so far as at present material
are set out in the head note above. 20

By their Statement of Claim the Plaintiffs stated that-(l) they were the
proprietors of the Patents sued upon; (2) that Welch's Patent was good and
valid, and had been so certified by Kekewich, J., in an action of the Pneumatic
Tyre Oompany v, Oasswell; also that the Letters Patent of Bartlett had been
so certified hy Romer, J., in an action of the North British Rubber Oompany, 25
Ld. v, Mackintosh, and that Welch and Bartlett respectively were the first and
true inventors of the inventions described in the Patents respectively; (i\) that
the Defendants had infringed in the manner by the Particulars of Breaches
appearing. They claimed an injunction to restrain infringement, an account
of profits or damages, delivery up of all tyres and parts of tyres made in 30
infringement of the Patents, and costs as between solicitor and client.

The Particulars of Breaches stated that-" (1) the Defendants had infringed,
" and by advertisements, circulars, and the continuous offer for sale threatened
" to infringe, the Letters Patent by making, selling, and offeringfor sale pneumatic
" tyres and parts thereof made in accordance with the inventions claimed in the 35
., Letters Patent. (2) The Plaintiffs complained of the manufacture, sale, and
" offer for sale of beaded-edge and other tyres by the Defendants, David Moseley
,.. &7 Sons, Ld, ; also of the sale and offer for sale of similar beaded-edge and
" other tyres by the Defendants, the India-rubber and Tyre Repairing Oompany,
" which tyres had been manufactured by the Defendants, David Moseley tbSons, 40
" Ld., and supplied by them to the India-rubber &:c. Oompany. (3) They
" also complained of the manufacture by the Defendants, the India-rubber &c.
" Oompany of tyres infringing both the Letters Patent, and which were in the
" said Defendants' price-list described as 're-lined,' but which were in fact
" re-made tyres. They also complained against the said Defendants of the sale 45
,~ of infringing tyres described in the wholesale price-list as second-hand covers
" with endless wires, all of which covers were re-made in infringement of the
" Letters Patent. (4) The said tyres were not of the Plaintiffs' manufacture,
" and were made in accordance with th~ !~YE}ij.tions claimed in all the claiming
~, cla uses of the Letters Patent." . 50
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By their Defence Mose'ey & Sons, Ld., stated that-(l) they made no admis
sion with regard to any of the allegations in paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Statement
of Claim; (2) they denied that they had ever infringed or threatened to infringe
either of the Letters Patent; CD) they made no admission with regard to any of

5 the allegations in paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 of the Particulars of Breaches; and
(4) they submitted that as against them the action ought to be dismissed.

The Defendants, the India-rubber and Tyre Repairing Oompanp, traversed
the allegations contained in the Statement of Olaim.

The actions came on fur trial before Mr. Justice SWINFEN-EADY.
10 Moulton, K.O., Terrell, K.O., J. O. Graham, and A. J. Walter (instructed

by J. B. and F. Purchase) appeared for the Plaintiffs; Oripps, K.C., Eve, K.C.,
and O. Leigh Olare (instructed by Rowcliffe, Rawle &; 00., agents for F. A.
Woodcock, of Manchester) appeared for David J.lfoseley & Sons.Ld. ; Macnaahten,
K.C., and Mark Romer (instructed by Emmett & 00., agents for A. and G. W.

15 Fox, of Manchester) appeared for the India-rubber and Tyre Repairinq
Compans).

Terrell, !{.C., opened the Plaintiffs' case.-The Patents are for combinations.
Their validity is not now in issue. The question is, have the Defendants
infringed? The point of .law is: assuming a valid Patent for a combina-

20 tion of parts, A, B, and C, are persons entitled to sell the one part, A,
another part, B, and a third part, C, to the same purchaser, not being a
licensee of the Patentee or of his assignees, so as and with the intent that
the same shall be used to make a combination in infringement of a Patent?
Welch, in Claims 4 and 9, claims a combination of (a) an arched india-rubber

25 or elastic outer tyre, with looped edges for the insertion of wires; (b) the
wires; and (c) the rim or tyre in the manner described and illustrated; and
Bartlett claims a combination of (a) an outer tyre of india-rubber or other
elastic material; (b) a metal tyre or rim; and (0) an air-tight tubular chamber,
in the manner described and illustrated. Bartlett's tyre is secured in the

30 groove by the pressure of an inflated inner tube, and '-'felch's by means of wires
in combination with an inflated inner tube. The Defendants, David Moseley <h
Sons, make and sell covers of both kinds. The Defendants, the India Rubber
and Tyre Repairing Compansj, sell rims, wires, inner tubes, and, sometimes,
Moseley's covers. The covers so made and sold are of no use except for (a) the

35 combination claimed by the 4th and 9th Claims of Welch, or (b) the combination
claimed by Bartlett. They are made and sold with the intent that they should
be so applied. This is contrary to the spirit of the Patent law. The grant of
the Patent states that the Patentee "shall have and enjoy the whole profit
" and advantage from tdme to time accruing by reason of the said invention."

40 If persons are to be allowed to sell the separate elements of a combination
Patent with such intent the grant will become valueless. If three people so
sell to the same purchaser, or sell with the intention that they shall be so used,
they are all joint tort-feasors and liable for the infringement, The parts of the
combination are not all old. The cover and rim were new at the date of the Patent.

45 The combination is the only thing claimed and the invention is the combination.
As to the person actually infringing intent is immaterial, but with regard to
the question whether a person is a joint tort-feasor it is material. Proof of
intent is here essential to the Plaintiffs' contention. On this point we refer to
(A) a sale since the writ by the Manchester Machinist Company, Ld., to a Mr.

:>0 Webh of a rim and an inner tube, with an order on Messrs. Moseley &; Sons
for a "beaded-edge cover," to be paid for by bearer; (B) correspondence
between the secretary of the N.A.O.T. and Messrs. Moseley &- Sons,
the former inquiring-consequent upon a warning advertisement by the
North British Rubber Company-concerning the beaded-edge cover, "whether

55 " there is any liabHit1 o.f il: lttW §Jlit for infringement by our :-2th od
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"of selling these goods," and the latter responding (inter alia) that
the House of Lords had held that Bartlett's Patent was for a combination
of three elements, viz., an inturned rim, a thickened-edge cover, and separate
air tube, and that the Fleuss tyre wi ~h an inturned rim and thickened-edge
cover did not infringe, since it consisted of two elements only; and that there 5
was no Patent they were aware of that they could infringe by using Moseley's
beaded-edge cover; (0) a purchase from the India Rubber and Tyre Repairing
Company of a MfJseley cover with wires fitted therein; (D) the purchase of a
Clydesdale cover made for the Black Pneumatic Tyre Company, whose price-
list contained a reference to Westwood rims" for wired or beaded edges." The 10
Fleuss was a tyre which required no inner tube. It is contended by the
Plaintiffs that Moseley's cover cannot be used with a Fleuss tyre. Moseley &
Sons' contention in their letter was that, inasmuch as they were selling only a
cover and not also a rim and inner tube, they were not Infrlnging. The West
wood rim referred to in the price-list of the Black Pneumatic Ty1'e aon~pany 15
is the subject-matter of a Patent for rolling only. It can be made for either
wired or beaded edges, but is made under licence from the Dunlop Company.
It is sold as a separate article, and is only one of the elements of the combina
tion. By itself it is not an infringement of Bartlett's Patent. It can be used
with various tyres quite independently of Bartlett or Welch, e.q., the Fleuss. 20
But the Moseley beaded-edge cover in combination with the Westwood'ri'mis
an infringement of the Bartlett combination,

The following witnesses were called in support of the Plaintiffs' case :
Dugald Clerk, F. G. ,Baisley, James Swinburne; C. V. Boys, E. T. Cheer,
Charles Sangster, M. S. Foley, F. Webb, W. Truscott,W. M. Hawnt, and 25
F~B. Bale.

Cripps, K.C., for David Moseley <h Sons.-The defence is a legal one. If all
that has been alleged were true there would be no cause of action. There is no
proof of it in the evidence called. The right in relation to the combination is
the only one that can be infringed, and the principle of law is that to sustain 30
an action the claim must have been infringed. What the Defendants have done
they have done in perfect bona fides and in the ordinary course of trade." It
has extended over a long period of years, and they have the. right to do it. A
great many of the covers sold are sent abroad. It is not admitted that the cover
and rim were new at the date of the Patents. Even with the intent alleged 35
there can be no infringement; but there is no evidence of intent. Intent is
really immaterial. There is no obligation in law upon the Defendants to follow
the covers in order to see what is done with them. If persons use them in
infringement of the combination, the right of the Plaintiffs is against such
infringers. The Patents are for combinations. For the nature of the combi- 40
nation see Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre .Company, Ld. v, New Lamb Tyre Company
(19 R.P.C. pages 384, 388), for the Welch; and for that of Bartlett, Gormttlly
and Jeffery Manufacturing Oompany v, North British Rubber Company, Ld.
(15 R.P.C. p:l,ge 245, and page 254, lines 40 to 50). The element of the inex
tensible wire was an essential part of the combination claimed by Welch, and 45
the cover, inner tube, and rim made the combination of Bartlett, the principle
being the keeping the cover in place by an "air-strut." [SWINFEN-EADY, J ....;.....
Supposing the cover were only capable of being used as part of the patented
combination?] That is putting the case too high. The purchaser so using it
would be infringing, but in law the person selling would not infringe. Many 50
of the covers that were Bold were nodoubt used for the combination, many by
licensees, and many for repairs, and with, regard to the last there may be a
question whether the person" repairing" is setting ·up a new combination.
But- the manufacturer is not to hold an inquiry into the Patent law as regards
every cover he sells, nor is he to inquire whether the purchaser is purchasing 55
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or-acting under the terms of a licence. The case is governed byauthority, and
the article may lawfully be manufactured and sold. The earliest case on intent
is McOormick v, Gray (7 H. & N., pages 25,32, 38, 39):---" If a man may do a
" thing he rnay do it with whatever intent "-per Bramwell, B. Knowledge

f) that the article is to be used for the purpose of infringing does not make the
vendor an infringer of the combination (see judgment of Fry, J .., in Sykes v,
Howarth,L.R. 12 C.D. ~26, and also Townsend v, Haworth, L.R. 12 C.D.
831n,48 L.J. Ch. 770n). The present case is not that of an invitation to
infringe as in Innes v. Short and Beale (15 R.P.C., 449). There the injunction

10 granted was to restrain the sale of powdered zinc by the Defendant with an
invitation to his purchasers to use it so as to infringe the Plaintiffs' Patent,
and Bigham, J., distinguished Townsend v. Haworth. [SWINFEN-EADY, J.
The cases referred to do not contain illustrations of a part that can only be used
with the combination.] No ; but if anyone sold the article knowing that it

15 was going to be used it would be quite as strong (see Sykes v. Howarth,
'ubi supra). But that is not sutlicient. Anyone may make the cover
irrespectively of the Patent. The cover might have been manufactured
twenty years before the Patent for the combination. In that case could
the Plaintiffs have restrained its manufacture? Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre

20 Company v. Neal (16 R.P.C. 247; L.R. 1899 1 Ch. 807) deals with the
question of repairs.

The following witnesses were called for the Defendants Messrs. Moseley :
O. G. Moseley, and W. Beauoiont.

~ Eve,K.O., summed up the evidence.-The file put in shows that there are
25 licensees of the Dunlop Oompany actually manufacturing the tyre. A general

injunction therefore could not be granted. Again, a large portion of the trade
is perfectly legitimate, i.e., the export trade.

Macnaghten, K.C., for the India Rubber and Tyre Repairing Oo·mpany.
In the amended Particulars a case was suggested within Dunlop v, Neal (ubi

30 supra). That case was not opened and no evidence was tendered upon it. The
only question is as to the alleged sale by the Defendants of atyre-cover and
wires. Mr. Markus, the manager of the Company, will deny it.

John Marlcu« then gave evidence.
J.l1.acnaghten, K.C.-The proceedings against the India Rubber and Tyre

35 Repairing Oompany are oppressive. Whether Moseley &; Sons are entitled to
make and sell the covers is the main question.

Terrell, K.C., in reply.-Are the making of the cover and the putting it on
the market acts which amount to infringement? Lnfringement may be divided
here into two heads-either it is an infringement because the article is itself

40 new although it is only an element of the combination or the manufacture and
sale of the article amount to an act constituting part of the infringement, and
the person so acting joins with the purchaser in an act of infringement. The
result is a breach 'of a franchise and therefore a tort. 'I'hey are joint tort-feasors
and are jointly and severally liable. 'I'here is no difference between what the

45 Defendants are doing and what was done in the Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Com
pany v. Neal (ubi supra). The Court will regard the substance of the com
bination claimed. It is none the less infringement where the substance is taken
if something immaterial is omitted. (Olark v. Adie, L.R. 2 App. Cas. 315). If
the parts are separately sold so as to enable the public to make the combination

f)O it is still an infringement (United Telephone Oompany v. Dale, L.R. 25 C.D.
778). The present case cannot be distinguished from Innes v. Short and Beale
(15 R.P.C. ··449). The relief here sought is to restrain the infringement of
the Patent and not the sale of the covers. The Plaintiffs do not object to the
covers being made for licensees. The Defendants are inviting purchasers to use

55 the article so as to infringe. Invitation may be as well by act as by writing.
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Besides, the method of applying the covers is well known, and instructions are
not required as in Innesv. Short. [SWINFEN-EADY, J.-The Defendant in
that case was restrained from inviting other people to infringe. He himself
was not infringing the Patent by selling powdered zinc. What injunction do
you ask?J The difficulty is merely one of words. In substance the injunction 5
should be that they are not to sell the covers in such a way that they can only
be used in infringement of the Patent. They are inviting purchasers to use the
cover by putting on the market an article that cannot be used for any purpose
other than the combination. It is not an article of commerce like a key that
may be used for many purposes. 10

Graham (by leave of the ()ourt).-The covers made and sold by Messrs.
Moseley are an infringement of the Patent, although the claims in the Specifi
cation are not infringed. The decision in Clark v, Adie is consistent with the
argument that a subordinate integer of a combination, although not claimed, if
new, may be infringed. The decision there was that the subordinate integer 15
was old, but if it had been new Lord Cairns would have decided whether
taking it was taking the pith and marrow of the invention.

SWINFEN-EADY, J.-In this action the Dunlop Oompany are the Plaintiffs
and Messrs. ...lfoseley and the India-rubber and Pyre Repairing Oompany are
the Defendants, and the action is to restrain the Defendants respectively, from 20
infringing two Patents held by the Plaintiffs, which are known respectively as
the Welch and the Bartlett Patents. I think it will be convenient to deal with
the cases of the Defendants separately. Generally there is no dispute as to the
facts with regard to what the Defendants, Messrs. Moseley, are doing. They are
making and selling what is known as the cover, that is, the outer detachable 25
cover, and they are selling it with a lining suitable for the insertion of wires,
80 that the cover, as EIOld by them, is adapted for use in the manner described
in Welch's Specification, but not necessarily for use solely in that manner.
They are also making and selling a cover with beaded edges, .butwithout
pockets for wires, which cover is capable of being used in the manner described 30
in Bartlett's Specification, the beads or lugs of the cover engaging in the
inturned angle of the rim. Now the Defendants have been doing that. for a
considerable period" but the actual period is not material. According to the
evidence of Mr. Moseley with regard to the Bartlett they have done it since
the year 1~92, and with regard to the Welch since the year 1894. He gave those 35
dates in re-examination. There was some doubt as to whether originally he
had not sold the rubber portion separately from the canvas portion. I think
he had, but at a later date he Bold the two parts effectually joined together.
The actual length of time during which these sales had been taking place is not
material. It appears that there was some correspondence between the parties, 40
and it was alleged that what the Defendants, Messrs. Moseley, were doing was,
at all events, with the knowledge and concurrence of the Plaintiffs. I do not
think it is necessary to consider that because no question of leave or licence is
set up; it is not the case of the Defendants, "Yes, we are infringing the
" Patent, but we have the consent of the Plaintiffs to do what we are doing." 45
'I'he issue which I have to try is a very short and simple one-infringement
or no infringement-are the Defendants infringers? It appears that a large
proportion of the trade of Messrs. Moseley is an export trade, that is to say, they
make and sell covers intended to be exported from this country as covers.
They are intended to be sent out to countries abroad, and it is not even 50
suggested that the selling of covers only for export, not intended to be used in
this country in either of the combinations together making up the Welch or
the Bartlett, would be an infringement. The Defendants also make and sell
large quantities of these covers to persons, some of whom it now appears are
licensees of the Plaintiff Company. 55
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Now reference has been made to the files of the Patent Office relating to the
Welch and the Bartlett Patents, and I am told that the result of an inspection
of the file is that there are something like 12 licences to various persons and
companies, but there may be other licences beyond those appearing on the file.

:> At all events there are a considerable number of persons, companies or firma
who are licensees of the Plaintiffs under the Welch and the Bartlett Patents.
and it is not suggested that making and selling the covers to those persons
would be an infringement of any rights of the Plaintiffs. But the case is
much pressed with regard to a third class, that is the covers not sold for

10 export, not sold to licensees, but. which are yet sold in considerable numbers
to the public, and it is said that those can only be used in one or other of the
patented combinations, as the case may be, and that the sale of those covers
alone is an infringement of the Plaintiffs' Patents.

I can add nothing to the construction of these two Patents which have been
15 the subject probably of as much litigation as any Patent since the Statute has

been in operation. With regard to the "JiTTelch Patent, the construction ulti
mately put upon it appearsfrom the case of the Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Oompanu
v, New Lamb Tyre Vompany, reported in 19 Patent Cases, page 384. At page 388,
and at the top of page 389, the judgments of Lord Lindley, Lord Macnaghten,

20 and Lord Davey with regard to this Patent are quoted. Lord Lindlep described
Welch's Specification. He said: "His (i.e. Welch's) objects are to procure rubber
" tyres which will be very easy running, which will reduce vibration, and which
"will be securely fastened to the metal rims. . • . • The peculiarity of
"the invention consists in the arrangement of rubber and wires over a convex

25 "surface, the rubber tyre being stretched over its convex support and being
" kept in its place by the wires in the edges of the rubber without any other
" support or fastening. The wires themselves grip nothing, but they make
"the rubber between them, and everything between that and the metal rim,
" grip that rim very securely." Then Lord Macnaqhten. defined the invention

30 as "an application to a wheel of a saddle-shaped tyre held in position by two
" inextensible wires"; and then Lord Davey said: "The pith and marrow
" of this invention I take to be this-the use of one arched rubber tvre secured
" on the rim or felloe of the wheel by in extensible rings which form the edge
" of the cover." Now, it is manifest, from those descriptions of what the inven-

35 tion consists, that the invention is an invention for a particular combination. Then
the Bartlett Patent was dealt with by Lord Watson in the case of Gor1nully and
Jeffery v. North British Rubber Companq, reported in 15 Patent Reports, and at
page 254 Lord Watson said: "The leading, and in this question the only, impor
" tant claim made by the Patentee is for' the combination of a grooved rim or

40 " 'metaltyre and an arched tyre of india-rubber or other flexible material held
" 'in the groove by the pressure of an inflated tube within the area which
" 'forces its edges against the sides of the groove substantially as described.'
" That, as I construe it, is a claim for the method shown in the Specification, or
" for any method substantially the same, of so connecting the ends of the outer.

4:> " cover with the metal rim that the ends of the cover are firmly held or
" detained, and that part of it which comes in contact with the ground is kept
"in its proper position as the outer part of the tyre of the wheel.
" And on a fair consideration of the terms of the Specification, taken as a whole,
"the claim so made appears to me to embody the pith and substance of the

50 "invention. I do not think that the Patentee claims to have invented the use
" of a metal rim, an outer cover, or an inner pneumatic tube constructed of cloth
" and india-rubber, either singly or as forming in combination the tyre or felloe
"of a wheel for cycles or other vehicles. In my apprehension what he does
"claim as a novel invention is the mode which he has described of making

55 " such an attachment between the ends of the cover and the edges of the metal
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"rim as will serve, if I may use the expression, to consolidatethese three
" component parts of the tyre whilst the wheel is in motion, by retaining both
" the cover and the inner tube in their right positions." That is the construction
of the Specifications respectively, which is binding upon me, and whichshows
that both are Patents for particular combinations. Now, 'it was settled 5
certainly by the decision-of the House of Lords in Clark: v, Adie, that if the claim
is solely for a combination, there is no infringement unless the entire combination
is taken, and, moreover, that in order to protect a subordinate part, itisnecesaary
to claim it even when it is new and material, and that a subordinate part must
be new and useful and patentablepe-r 88 in order to be protected. It appears 10
that rims suitable for both the tyres in question are, and have for many years
past been, openly and publicly made and sold, that inner tubes have been made
and sold, and are still; and that wires suitable for use in Welch tyres form an
ordinary .article of commerce-s-wires with -a nut containing a right and left
hand-ed screw suitable for fasteningtogethertheende of the.wire, All that-has 15
been done for many years, and is not complained of, but it issaid that the
Defendants, Messrs. Mo~eley, infringe by selling the covers. Now, although
the covers probably in most cases would form part of either a Welch. or
Bartlett combination-that is to say, although most covers would probably
ultimately be used in one or other of those methods, I am of opinion thatthose 20
are not exhaustive of the purposes to which-the covers may be put, and that
they would be useful for other purposes in connection with other> tyres, as Mr.
Beaumont pointed .out. But as a matter of law I am of opinion that the
Defendants are not themselves infringing either of the Patents in question.
They only make and sell the outer covers ; they may also make inner tubes; 25
but no reference to that has been made. They are rubber manufacturers. They
do not sell the wires, and they do not sell the rtms-e-thatthey have nothing to do
with; and by merely making and selling these outer covers they' do not
infringe either of the Patents. It would be difficult, indeed, to see from a
practical point of view, if that were not so, how the Defendants could carryon 30
their business. Selling these covers for export is a lawful trade. 'Selling these
'covers to persons who have licences from the Dunlop Oompany to use them
is a lawful trade, and to say that the ultimate purpose to which the purchasers
might put the covers, whether. having ··obtai-ned them .for export, they did
export them, or whether they afterwards used them in this country. so as to 35
put upon. the Defendants the burden of ascertaining whether the persons to '
whom the articles were sold ·were intending lawfully to use them,would be
imposing a burden upon them which, in my opinion, the law does not impose.
The Defendants may not, of course, infringe the Patent, but the 'mere manu
facture and sale of one of the component parts of thaentirecombination is not, 40
in my.opinion, an infringement; and -if that is so with regard to the Welcb
case it is afortiori with regard to the Bartlett.

Mr. Terrell preasedupon me the case of the United Telephone Company v,
.. Dale, but there was only there a dictum of Mr. Justice Pearson that selling allthe

component parts-that is a sale of all the component-parteof a .knife, for instance, 45
that any schoolboy could put together-might be an infringement of the Patent,
and he asks me then to 'say that the sale of. any component part, that is to say
one part..Is Bufficient-that the Welch tyre being made, say, when put together
of a combination of a COVf3r, tube, wire, and rim, that the sale of one of those
four component parts, the cover. only" is an infringement of th.e· Patent. 50
Certainly the decision in the case of the UnitedTelephone OOlnpany v, Dale did
not decide any such thing. '. '. "

Then my attention wascalled to the case before Mr. Justice ;Bl(Jham 'of;Innes
v..Short and Beale. There there was a zinc powder capable of being-used in
connection withsteam boilers; and what the Defendant was doing, andwhat 55
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he-was restrained from doing,was not the sale of ,the powder but from selling
it with an invitation to the purchasers to infringe the Patent. That is'"far
removed from the present case. Then Mr. Terrell insisted inhis openingthat
the intent with which the Defendants sold these covers was an essential part of

5 his case, and that his case was that they could only be used for a purpose which
would be an infringement of the Patents, and, therefore, that the Defendants
must be presumed to have the intent to infringe. ~

It was pointed out b)' Baron Bramicell in the case of McCormick v.Gray
(7 Hurlstone and Norman 25) that a person may not infringe a Patent, but

10 he says, "I am satisfied that there is no difference .between making a thing
" with one intent and another. If a man maydo a thing he may do it with
" whatever intent." So that if the Defendants may lawfully make and sell this
cover, the .intent with which they may make and sell it is not material. 'I'here
are also two cases in which a question has arisen as to whether a sale of one

1~ component part of a combination is an infringement of the entire combination.
In 12 Chancery Division, at page 831, there is an extract from the case before
the late Sir George Jessel of Toumsend v: Haworth, which was affirmed by the
Court of Appeal. After drawing attention to what a person Isprohiblted.frorn
doing by the terms of the Patent Sir George Jessel said :-" He is prohibited

20 "-from making, using or vending the prohibited articles, and that, of, course,
"includes-in the case of machinery the product, if I may say so, of the machinery
"which'is the subject of the Patent. It is that. which is produced by the Patent.
•, But has anyone ever dreamt before this case that that extends to the component
H articles which enter into the Patent? So far from that being the law, it has

25 "been decided that in cases of what they call combination Patents it is only the
"combinations claimed that may not be used; the other elementary combinations
"may be used. .No doubt there has been a good deal of litigation as to what
"'w:ere the combination claims, that is, whether in claiming the entire com
" 'bination you claim the su bsidiary combinations or not. But you cannot even

30 " complain of the use of subsidiary combinations unless they are within the
"'purview of your claim." His observations are strengthened by a passage
whichoccurred a little earlier where he said that-" No Judge has ever said
"that the vendor of an ordinary ingredient does a wrong if the. purchaser
"coming to him says, ' I want your compound, because I want to preserve my

35 "cloth .f'rom mildew, I wish to try the question with the Patentee.' No one
" would doubt that that sale would be perfectly legal." The Iearned xludge
there was dealing with nn article the sale of which might be innocent, which
might be used fer lawful purposes, yet if the purchaser came and said-" I am
" buying the article for the particular purpose of using itto try the question. Of

40 " the validity of the' Patent, or for using it for the purpose covered by a Patent"
~that even then the sale would be legal. Mr, .Iustice Fry took the sameview
in Sylcesv .Howarth. He said, "I entirely agree, if I may say so, that selling
" articles to persons to be used for the purpose of infringing a Patent is not
" an infringement of the Patent."

45 Now, -the only other case which was referred to was the case before Mr.
Justice, North of the Dunlop Oompany v. Neal. There the point ,of., the
declsionwas that the person there had made and sold that which was really a
newtyre, that is to say, it was the particular combination which was protected
by the Patent. Mr. Graham pressed upon me Olarkv, Adie, but I am satisfied

50 that-when Lord-Cairns was considering the details of what he had previously
referred.toas the "subordinate integer" he was only doing so for the purposeof
the case and not in the least departing from the principle of law which he had
previously laid 'down which appears at page 321 where the subordinate integer

, is . alleged to be infringed- and protection for it is claimed. He said, "the
~5 " invention must be. described in that way-it must be made plain to ordinary
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"apprehension upon the ordinary rules of construction that the Patentee
"has had in his mind, and has intended to claim, protection for those
., subordinate integers; and, moreover, he is, as was said by the Lords
"Justices, at the peril of justifying those subordinate integers as them
"selves matters which ought properly to form the subject of a Patent of 5
" invention."

The result is that, as regards the Defendants, Messrs. Moseley, they are not
infringing either Patent, and they are doing nothing of which the Plaintiffs can
complain.

Now, the case of the India-rubber and Tyre 1f,epairing Oo'mpany is a 10
different one, and there is some conflict of fact. Wit.h regard to that I am of
opinion that the Plaintiffs have not made out the case that they alleged, and I
accept Mr. Markus's version of what took place. I do not believe that the
wires and tyres were sold together, or on the same day, and I certainly do not
consider the exhibit that was identified by Professor Boys, as proved-that is to 15
say, as having been proved to my satisfaction, that that was sold .by the India
rubber Oompany. I did not receive from the Plaintiffs' witness a full account
of what had taken place until he had been cross-examined, and with regard to
the two words written on this invoice with regard to the wires, "two pairs,"
written and scratched out, I accept the Defendants'<verslon. The only 20
difference between the case of Messrs. Moseley and the case of the India-rubber
and- Tyre Repairing Compans] is that the India-rubber and Tyre Repairing
Oompany are not manufacturers; they sell only, and they are alleged to have
sold on one occasion wires with tyres and on another occasion wires actually
inside the tyres. I do not consider either of those sales proved, and I believe ~
with regard to the two pairs of wires that were sold, that those were sold on
the first occasion and separately from the tyre covers. It .was not a sale to a
stranger, in the sense that it was a sale which was the subject of a visit by
officials from the Dunlop Oompany, and I do not attach the importance to the
incidents which they have spoken of which I otherwise should, when I find it 30
is coupled with an allegation that they are for a friend in Ireland, and some
bogus telegram being produced to carry out that sale. It may be that in order
to detect infringers the Plaintiff Company have to resort to various expedients,
but when they do so the evidence requires to be very carefully scrutinised, and
it will be sufficient for me to say that in the present case the Plaintiffs have 35
not proved to my satisfaction either of the two incidents on' which they rely,
and I entirely accept the Defendants' version, or, rather, that of Mr. Markus,
who seems to have been managing and carrying on the india-rubber business in
the name of his wife.

Perhaps before parting with the case I ought to add this :-The Plaintiffs 40
alleged that the cover was a new thing in itself which was claimed as a part of
the combination and separate property. I am of opinion that it is not, and the
difficulty in which the Plaintiffs are placed became more manifest when
I pressed counsel as to the form of the injunction which he really wished
to obtain. He suggested an injunction to restrain the Defendants from 45
selling covers in such form-that is to say, so constructed-that they might only
be used by purchasers for infringing the Patents. But what about the sale for
export? So, again, with regard to the sale to persons who might lawfully use
them as having the Dunlop Company's licence. Counsel recognised that. there
would be a difficulty in taking an injunction in that. general form having 50
regard to those persons, and ultimately I was not able to obtain any further
.assistance. I think the short answer to it is that any injunction granted
would restrain the lawful. sale of articles which may lawfully be made and
sold, and that what the Defendants, Messrs. Moseley, are doing is not infringe
ment; and that the Defendants, the India-rubber and Tyre Repairing 55
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Oompany, have not in any way infringed. The result must be that the action
fails, and must be dismissed with costs.

On the 15th December Walter stated. that the Plaintiffs were appealing, and
that the solicitors for the India-rubber and Tyre Repairing Company had been

5 asked to give the usual undertaking as to repayment of costs in the event of
the Appeal succeeding. 'l'hey said they could not do so, but they would raise
no objection, if an Order were made, that the costs should be paid into Court
pending the appeal.

SWINFEN-EADY, J.-When the taxation of the costs has been completed, if
10 the costs are in jeopardy the Plaintiffs must take the ordinary course, but I will

not give any direction at present. I have no evidence before me which justifies
me in making any Order.

IN THE COURT OF SESSION IN SCOTLAND.

OUTER HOUSE.

15 Before LORD KYLLACHY (Lord Ordinary).

January 22nd, February 3rd and 5th, ¥arch 4th, May 28th, October 3rd,. and
November 10th and 21st, 1903.

WOOLLEY & SON v. l\10RRISON.

Trade name.-Name embossed on bottles.-Alleged jJassin,g off and deceit.
20 Action to restrain-s-Tnterdict refused.

w. & S. and also M. uiere beer bottlers and possessed bottles on 'which, as in the
case of other Edinbttrgh bottlers, their respective names uiere embossed, and in
which they bottled beer or aerated waters which they did not breui or make.
Prior to the institution. of a "Bottlers' Exchange" in March 1902 (which

25 "Exchange," however, did not comprise all the members of the trade), the practice
of the trade justified the retention by individual bottlers of other bottlers' bottles,
returned 'in exchange for their own, and filling them and sending them out
again. as if they were their own. After March 1902 each bottler was supposed
to get back and fill only his own bottles, and individual bottlers tried to prevent


